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in Markarian’s narrative yet they are
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infrequent. Beat music, for instance, is only

unprecedented repressive tactics applied

mentioned on a few occasions throughout
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68. Starting in the late 50s, the author
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well as by the increasing interference of

a revolutionary context. Finally, the author
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documents,
internal
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the Communist Party of Uruguay (CP),
Chapter 1 offers a detailed account of

given its official reformist position and the

the six-month protests that developed

increasingly belligerent approach of its

in Montevideo from May 1968. Showing

younger members, grouped as the Union

the emergence of these protests in the

of Communist Youths (CY).

hands of secondary education students,
their subsequent lead by university and
high-school students, and the adhesion of
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In chapter 3 Markarian shows how a

importance of the CY for the circulation

positive image of revolutionary endeavors

of global cultural products, including

was forged through music, texts, film and

music, and to its influence on the symbolic

theater, focusing, among others, in singer

value of certain musical practices as

songwriter Daniel Viglietti’s LP Songs for

acts of rebellion. The book deals with

the New Man. Both the visual component

aspects, which, in the future, could be

and the lyrics of songs in this album are

looked at in a transnational context such

analyzed under the light of their direct

as the translation of song lyrics by left-

point of inspiration: Che Guevara’s ideas

wing militants in underground periodical
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together with the underground magazine
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of conflicting elements in young militants’

its title, the book generates great interest

lives and artistic work. These elements

in the sound of the Uruguayan street

include beat music, catholic believes, left-

protests of 68, an avenue onto which it
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and the importance of words and actions
for the revolution. Throughout the chapter
Markarian highlights the importance of
the CP and the CY as points of encounter
for people from very different sectors of
the Uruguayan society, in spite of the CP’S
initial inability to recognize young people
as a differentiated political force, and of
their diffused views on the role of women’s
militancy.
This book can be read by both specialists
and non-specialists alike. It is a perfect fit
for social sciences and humanities courses,
as well as for student organizations and
organizations in the education sector.
Concerning music studies, even if the text
is not centered on music it does point
to a number of issues that are of great
interest to this field. Besides providing a
general context for researchers focused
on the Uruguayan 68 and the emergence
of the “new left,” Markarian points to the

